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Knox and Harper's story continues as the Las Vegas lair - and its two infamous Co-Primes - face

their most terrifying enemy yet.... Together, Harper and Knox have overcome just about every evil

thing you can think of - from Horsemen of the Apocalypse, to dark magic practitioners, to Lucifer's

insistent belief that he's hilarious. They're looking forward to some well-earned downtime - until

Harper is attacked by mercenaries in the middle of her tattoo shop. Worse still, the attackers are

trying to take her wings - the ones no one is meant to know she even has. It's a near miss, and once

a furious Knox has managed to pull his demon back into line there's only one thing clear - someone

knows Harper's secrets and is systematically setting out to destroy her. It seems likely that someone

is the third Horseman - but how do they know so much about Harper? It seems the impossible might

be true - they have an enemy hiding at the very heart of the lair. To survive, Harper will need to

embrace power that's darker than she's ever experienced, and even Knox can't protect her from

everything - though God knows nothing's going to stop him trying. The stakes have never been

higher.... Contains mature themes.
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Well, Knox and Harper have done it again.This book was an awesome addition to the series.Harper

and Knox have killed 2 of the horseman, with 2 more to go. When someone tries to take Harpers

wings (wings few people know about), the hunt is on to find out who would be so stupid as to target

Harper and risk Knox's wrath..on top of that, someone tries to kidnap Heidi, there's a murderer in

the midst, and there's danger to the secret Harper and Knox are holding. How much can go wrong



at once.Harper continues to amaze us with her strength..Knox's possession and protection of

Harper knows no bounds and it only gets worse. On top of all that, Lou is still funny, Devon and

Tanner are still bickering, Jolene is still fiery as ever, and the sex is still hot...love the psychic fingers

Ã¢Â˜ÂºÃ¯Â¸Â•Ã¢Â˜ÂºÃ¯Â¸Â•This book was great. Suspenseful, sexy, emotional..just all around

great. On a side note, I would have punished Larkin.i blame her for what happened. Ã°ÂŸÂ™Â‚

This is a must read and I can't wait for the next one. One more horseman to go.

I fell in love with this series and when the 3rd book was announced I was anxiously waiting for its

release. At the last minute, Suzanne Wright moved its release date to a week later than it was

scheduled to be released, which was a real disappointment. I am assuming that because of this

delay and the pressure it may have caused is the main reason why this book unlike any other book

from Suzanne Wright, has plenty of grammatical errors, which is definitely not a typical thing ... the

good news is that this can be corrected at any point, at least on the digital version of this book. As

for the book itself, the story continues to fascinate and the main characters Knox & Harper are just

amazing... I cannot wait to see what happens next. Suzzane you have a winner with this new

series... Congrats! PS. On a personal note, I would love to see something happening between the

sentinels and Harper's friends, as part of Knox & Harper's story, but not in a separate book... no one

can outshine those 2, so maybe it can be incorporated in the next book?

I honestly can't write a review,I don't feel I have anything new to add, other than.... Can we get rid of

Carla already ? Even when she's more of a background character she still seems to either be too

much trouble or inadvertently help trouble ,but she never ever seems to help....Otherwise for me at

least this was just as amazing as he 1st two books,love the rich and amazing and interesting

characters,I'd be happy less kidnapping but what ya gonna do....And I wish the series was going to

last more than just one more book, I think that's it right ? But I sure hope Devon and Tanner get

their own story the hellhound and his feisty lil she hellcat soo deserve their own book even if it's a

novella ;)Grinz, personally I think Khloe and Keenan would be interesting together as well ;) lolAny

way Thank you, Thank you very much Ms.Wright

#####SPOILERS#####Excellent addition to the story of Knox and Harper. Suzanne Wright is one

author I buy, without even bothering to read the summary, because I know my time won't be wasted

and I will be vastly entertained.Another horseman found, from someone they should have

suspected. Love the couple, the sentinels and Harper's family.Wasn't sure I would care for the



couple having a kid. I personality don't feel couples have to have children to be complete, but their

new addition should add some interesting aspects to their life and more danger trying to keep it

safe.If I hadn't fell asleep, I would have finished the book in one day. I can hardly wait until the next

installment.

I LOVE Harper and Knox. Looovee them!!!This is the third book in the Dark in You series. It, like the

first two books in the series, is about Harper and Knox. I really enjoyed reading this book. I felt that,

at times, it was a bit slow with day to day discussion or recapping the things that happened in prior

books. There was still a good amount of suspense and action as well as love and sex. I am so

excited to see what happens next for these main characters and secondary and hope that new

books are already in the works for this series.Suzanne Wright reminded me with this book just how

much I adore her writing, her books, and her characters. She definitely keeps securing her place as

one of my favorite authors!

Knox and Harper are closer than ever when Harper is attacked. The threat to Harper amps up as

the Horseman of the Apocalypse seem intent on bringing the couple down. However Harper's life to

change and Knox is going to become even more protective of the one woman who is his life line.I

had been waiting for this one and it was everything I expected. So much unfolded in this story and I

did not want it to end. Harper and Knox are one of my all time favorite couples, they empower one

another and I just can't get enough. Love the cast of support characters and they are out in full

force, wonderful book.

This book was great. I loved all the twists and turns. It really kept me guessing and at the end I was

wrong. Well partly lol. I love how Knox and Harper's love and mate bond have grown. I still get a

huge kick out of Lou. Tho I'm sad that there wasn't more times of Khloe tormenting Keenan, or at

least to hear more about them in a way. I'm very curious as to what will happen between the hell

hound and hell cat! There were a couple things left unanswered tho that has my mind racing and

whining for the next book. Tho I think I've a good idea why Knox's demon keeps chuckling about

Asher. Can't wait to learn more about him tho. I'd also love to find out more about McCualy

interesting little boy.Anyway this series is one of my favs. So if you like sassy demon girls sexy

demon men that are just swoony go and read Blaze then Burn then Ashes. Thank you for another

amazing book!
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